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Compact size that sits perfectly in your hands, and
traditional design that suits premium photography…
Its authenticity makes the camera a joy to hold in your
hands and a pleasure to use for photography.
A new world of photography expands from X-E1.

Watch the Video
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A fine camera that inspires your love for photography: X-E1
Equipped with the large
APS-C sensor

Intuitive analog operation
system and elegant design

X-E1 carries the same sensor
as the one featured in X-Pro1,
the camera for professional
photographers. It produces
creamy bokeh and stunning
color reproduction to bring your
photographs to a higher level.

Frequently-used dials and
buttons are laid out with
intuitive photography in
mind. This analog operation
system has also helped achieve
a premium design with a
traditional camera look.

Natural and easy-to-see
electronic viewfinder

Quick response comparable
to the performance of DSLRs

X-E1's electronic viewfinder
gives a sharp and detailed view
in natural color tones so that
you can check the overall frame
in a quick glance.

You can start shooting the
moment you turn it on. X-E1's
response performance is
equivalent to that of DSLRs in
terms of quick AF (autofocus)
on a subject and high-speed
continuous shooting.

Built-in flash

Fujinon XF lenses with
high picture quality

The compact body features
a built-in flash, which
automatically adjusts its
strength when providing fill
flash to light a subject's face in
backlight or shooting in low light
conditions.

A full lineup of XF lenses is
available for a sharp and crisp
reproduction of your subject
across the frame. The lineup
will continue to expand to cater
to your range of photographic
expressions.
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